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POCKET BOOKS, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. CIA agent Jordan Sandor returns with a vengeance--putting his life at risk deep within in the
Venezuelan jungle to take down a ruthless mastermind and terrorist in a thriller that will keep you
turning the pages all the way to its explosive ending (Vince Flynn). All the bureaucratic scolding in
Washington won t stop CIA Agent Jordan Sandor when he s hungry for revenge. His newest target:
Venezuelan drug lord Adina, a coldblooded sociopath with a taste for slaughtering innocent people-
-including Sandor s close friend. Despite stern warnings from his superiors, Sandor mobilizes a
team of skilled, dedicated agents to secretly penetrate the Venezuelan jungle. Armed with little more
than a combat knife and a deadly automatic weapon, Sandor infiltrates Adina s camp and
discovers that the ruthless terrorist is smuggling not only cocaine into the United States but also a
deadly substance that could cost tens of thousands of lives. Sandor s intel leads him to Egypt and
Moscow, but when he lands on Interpol s list of international fugitives, the truth becomes clear:
Adina s evil web is far-reaching. Sandor refuses to end his...
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The book is simple in read through safer to understand. I could comprehended everything out of this published e pdf. I discovered this book from my i and
dad advised this pdf to learn.
-- Ma ud K ula s I--  Ma ud K ula s I

This kind of publication is every little thing and taught me to searching in advance plus more. I have got study and i am confident that i am going to going
to go through yet again again down the road. I am just effortlessly could get a delight of reading a written pdf.
-- Mr s. B onita  K upha l-- Mr s. B onita  K upha l
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